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1. Introduction:

Improvement of existing plasma spraying processes and development of new
ones are associated with considerable problems caused by the difficulty of
experimental measurement of parameters in a high-temperature plasma jet
[1-3]. The use of computer simulation is one of the efficient ways to solve this
problem, which provides the possibility to obtain maximum information about
the investigated process with the minimum of experiments [3]. At present a
special attention is paid to mathematical simulation of the processes of
coating plasma spraying [1-4].
The main purposes of this work were optimisation of plasma spraying
processes and investigation of influence of different parameters and variables
on particles trajectories, final temperature distributions and velocities.
Location of the particle, which has collided with the substrate, is determined
by its diameter principally. Diameter of the particle depends on the way of the
powder preparing and is approximated by Gauss distribution law. Initial
conditions such as position of particle injection and initial velocity of the
particle strongly influence on final particle position, particle velocity and its
temperature at the substrate too.
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2. Mathematical models and program facilities:

Developed particle heating and moving model consists of the following parts
[5]:
- heat transfer model between the particle surface and the plasma jet;
- particles moving model in the plasma jet;
- calculation of the temperature distribution in the particle with taking into

account evaporation and phase transformation.
All of above models interact between each other. For example, particle
diameter's decrease caused by evaporation influences upon the trajectory of
the particle.
Energy flux acts upon the surface of the particle from the plasma jet. There
are two ways to get warm for the particle: by radiation and by convection.
Convection flux can be represented as following:

p

where Nu is Nusselt number; AS- gas thermal conductivity; dp - particle
diameter; 7ps - temperature of the particle at its surface; Tg - temperature of
surrounding gas.
Problem of convective heat transfer for spherical particles in plasma jet has
been considered in [6,7,8,9]. The form of the expression for Nu-number
depends on ranges of Reynolds's number and can be represented as the
following:

Pru-Jj; Re<2 (2)

= l.O5Reo-5Pr03; 2 < Re < 500 (3)

Equation (2) is adequate for laminar plasma forming gas flows and equation
(3) is more appropriate for turbulent ones.
The expression for calculation of radiation flux is built with admission that
radiation acts to the surface of the particle. Materials frequently used for
particles are transparent for radiation fluxes, and normally radiation acts not
only on the surface of the particle. But it is very difficult to take into account
this effect. So radiation flux can be written as following:

where sp is normalised emissivity factor; SB - Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
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Total heat flux can be written as:

(5)

Choice of evaporation model strongly depends on pressure of the surrounded
gas. For low pressures it is better to apply Hertz-Knudsen law [10]. Models
based on vaporisation with backpressure are the most suitable for rapid
surface vaporization at atmospheric pressures [11]. Jump condition for
Knudsen layer can be written as following:
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where y is the ratio of specific heats (/ =5/3 for monatomic gases); P - gas
pressure; Ps- saturated vapour pressure (it can be measured or calculated by
Clausius-Clapeyron equation[12]); Ts - temperature of the particle surface; m

- dimensionless velocity of vaporisation M = uj\jyRT = m^2/y ; M - Mach
number; u - local mean velocity of the flow outside the Knudsen layer.
Equation (5) is adequate only if the flow outside the Knudsen layer is
subsonic. Mach number can't be greater than 1 during the calculation.
For spherical particle, radius decrease as result of evaporation can be
rewritten as:

dr.

dt
p _

(6)

where T and m are from (5); Pp is the mass density of the particle material;

M - molecular mass of the particle.
The second model represents facilities for calculation of the particle
trajectories. Along the plasma jet axis only drag force is taken into account
because all other forces are negligible.
Drag force can be described as following:
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A D'dt A D ppdp
(7)

where Vg is the plasma forming gas velocity (velocity distributions of unloaded
plasma jet based on experimental measurements from literature references
are used in the model); pg - mass density of plasma forming gas; CD - drag
coefficient.
Drag coefficient depends on ranges of Reynolds's number. Authors of [6] and
[13] provide the following equations for CD:

24
Cn= — Re < 0.2

D Re

CD =— (l + 0.187Re) 0.2<Re<2.0

CD=— (l +0.11 Re081) 2.0<Re<21.0 ' (8)

^ ^ (- n , n n r . 0.62
(l + 0.189Rea<"J 21.0 < Re < 500.0

For solving equation (7) 4-th order Runge-Kutta method has been applied.
In order to obtain temperature distributions at any time layer it is necessary to
solve a transient thermal conductivity equation for spherical geometry with

dT
Stefan conditions. The symmetry condition - u in the centre of the

particle, and energy flux at the surface (4) have been used as boundary
condition.
Developed model is non-linear and allows taking into account temperature
dependence of the particle material. The difference approximation has the
first order accurate in time and the second order accurate in radius.
The models of particle moving (acceleration) and heating are developed as
part of the global program complex. The program complex contains several
models for simulation of different stages of plasma spraying. It provides
common interface and access to the database for all the models.
During developing of the program complex the advanced technology of the
object orientation programming has been used. The structure of the program
complex is shown on Fig.1.
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The bus is intended for supporting data exchange between all the modules of
the complex including the database, the models and the modules of input and
output data representation. It supplies the models of queried data from the
database or other models. The bus realises control of the monitoring system
and transfers data into it from the models. The bus is the kernel of the
program complex. The program complex has an opened architecture
universal protocol for data exchange. Any other model can be included into
the program complex.
The database contains thermal depending properties of the usually used for
plasma spraying gases and powder materials. It contains temperature and
velocities distributions of the unloaded plasma jets as well. Each data unit has
its own reference were it comes from. The database is completely reduced to
third normal form to exclude excessiveness.
The module of data representation is developed for visualisation of output
and input results. The input or output data can be represented as ordinary
graphic, distributed diagram or by special way. For example, animation of
particle moving and heating in plasma jet, diagram of phase changing,
temperature and velocity distribution in plasma jet diagrams are available.
Some of data units like thermal 2D distributions can be shown by several
ways. For surfaces interpolation Delone's method has been used.

MODULE OF DATA
PRESENTATION

Models \

PARTICLES HEATING !
AND MOVING MODEL

COATING STRUCTURE
FORMATION MODEL

STRESS-STRAIN STATE
IN SUBSTRATE AND |
COATING MODEL

MODULE OF MATH SERVICES:

- 2D interpolation (Bise)
- 1D interpolation (b-spline)

Fig.1. Structure of program complex
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3. Simulation results and its discussion:

All the simulation results have been obtained under the following conditions:
the initial particle velocity of 5 m/s; the initial particle temperature of 300K; the
powder flow rate of 3 g/s; the distance between the powder entrance and the
plasma axis of 2mm; the entrance angle of 90°. The thermal conductivity of
AI2O3 and ZrO2+8%Y2O3 as function on temperature is taken from [14].
Specific heat capacity of AI2O3 as function on temperature is taken from [14]
too, and for ZrO2+8%Y2O3 - from [15]. Measurements of temperature and
velocity distributions in unloaded plasma jet have been used from [16] (see
Figs.2, 3).
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Fig.2 Temperature of unloaded plasma jet
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Fig.3 Velocity of unloaded plasma jet
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Plasma spraying of AI2O3 and ZrO2+8%Y2O3. Let's consider Figs.4-7. In
these pictures comparative characteristics calculated for two kind of
evaporation models are shown. Particle of ZrO2+8%Y2O3 gets higher
temperatures (Figs.4-5), because its specific heat is less and it has higher
melting point. Temperature gradient is greater in ZrO2+8%Y2O3 because of
less thermal conductivity.
The particle temperature calculated by the Hertz-Knudsen law (vacuum
condition) is the less than the temperature calculated by the model with the
back pressure (atmospheric condition). Such particle temperature behaviour
is determined by the evaporation front dynamics (Fig.6). The evaporation into
the vacuum goes more quickly and the mass flow from the particle surface is
greater. Energy flow to the particle surface doesn't depend on evaporation,
therefore bulk of energy spend on evaporation and less one remains for
particle heating. For real cases the vapour ejected from the particle can
influence on the convection heat
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transfer, but this effect is not taken into account in the developed models. For
the model with back pressure the evaporation starts at the boiling point and
stops when the ambient pressure reaches the saturated vapour pressure. For
evaporation according to the Hertz-Knudsen law the evaporation starts at the
melting point.
Greater velocity of AI2O3 particle is determined by its less mass density.
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Studying of particle diameter influence on the main spraying
characteristics. Spraying simulation results for particle diameters of 20, 40
and 80 urn for AI2O3 calculated by the model with back pressure are shown in
Figs.8-11.
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Fig.8 Particle surface temperature Fig.9 Melting front dynamics
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The particle of 20|jm and 40um are completely melted (see fig.8). The
particle of 80pm is partly melted than it gets stiff with cold. The melting front
becomes stationary and the solidification front appears, which moves toward
melting one. This tendency is illustrated in fig.9. It is desirable to use
completely melted particles for plasma spraying, which are not completely
evaporated. Evaporation intensity strongly depends on the surface
temperature. So in the order to satisfy all the above requirements it is better
to use 40 urn particles. Particle velocity approximately linearly increases
when the particle diameter
decreases. This behaviour takes place because the drag force rises to the
second power of the particle diameter and the particle inertia rises to the third
power.

4. Conclusions:

1) Mathematical model for simulation of powder particle heating and
acceleration in a plasma jet with the particle evaporation and diameter
reduction is developed. Choice of evaporation model strongly depends on
pressure of surrounded gas. For low pressures conditions Hertz-Knudsen law
is applied. For atmospheric pressures developed model is based on
vaporisation with backpressure.
2) An original software with a database for material properties has been
developed for practical realisation of models. The software allows us to
conduct "start-to-finish" simulation of plasma spraying with data transferred
from one model to the other, and independent calculation of separate
models, using the intermediate calculation results stored in the database.
3) With the software developed, the process of stabilised zirconium oxide and
aluminium oxide coating plasma spraying was simulated. Results of model
investigation are showed about reasonable simulation results. For example,
velocity of particles strongly depends of its diameter, the evaporation to the
vacuum goes more quickly and the mass flow from the particle surface is
greater as atmospheric pressure, acceleration and melting of the particle with
diameter 20, 40 urn more intensive than 80 urn, ets.
4) Next stage of models improvement is experimental verification and
transformation for 3D plasma jet simulation.
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